
Notes re Contract and Consent: 
• You can have supreme authority over you and the land 

 

• Everything works via contract 
- Verbal 

- Written 

- Action 

 

• The Government/Crown is controlling you through contract 

and consent 
- Force 

- Misleading 

- Deception 

 

• The Government/Crown is a Company bound by Contract 

Law. However, if they own the subject, contract law no longer 

applies 
- The only contract the Crown needs, is for you to 

acknowledge/represent/respond to the artificially constructed name the 

Crown has created  

- This is ONLY a legal name/ artificial construct 

- After acknowledging you are this Legal name, Crown ownership applies. 

No more contract is needed 

▪ Licence 

▪ Birth Certificate 

▪ Legal name 

▪ Sir name (surname) 

▪ Place of residence 

▪ Signature/declarations 

 

• Companies are bound by the basic fundamentals of Contract 

Law. This includes: 
- NZ Government/Crown 

- All companies 

- District Councils 

- IRD 



- Land Information 

- WINZ 

- Police 

- The Justice System/Courts 

- All persons, individuals, citizens, residents as recognised in law. 

 

 

• To establish a valid contract, full and specific disclosure needs 

to be presented and it must have good intent. 
 

- Authority claimed by the presenter of the contract, over the 

recipient = bad intent 

- Intent to empower or to enslave = bad intent 

 

 

• Definitions and interpretations of all words need to be understood, so 

you don’t get deceived by language (legalese) 

- misleading language = bad intent 

- a corporate language is legalese 

- language you have been taught is corporate 

- use eg. Blacks Legal Dictionary to check meanings 

 

• A contract becomes null and void when the following are 

used: 
- Lies 

- Trickery 

- Deception 

- Force 

- Bad intent 

 

• A company is a legal fiction, it: 
- Cannot own anything of substance 

- Cannot own you 

- Cannot own land 

- Cannot injure anything it does not own 

- Can only operate in Commerce and Contract with artificial entities 

only 

- Cannot have authority over you, land or anything of substance 



 

• Any persons name the Crown uses to contract (verbal or 

written) has been artificially constructed so they can claim 

ownership and authority over the persons 

- Persons definitions:  a mask, company, corporation, corporate 

entity, artificial persons, natural persons.  (A natural persons is 

still an artificial entity).   

- Any name - all capital letters, surname, Mr, Mrs, etc. Any format 

they see fit that does not have ‘living’ in front of it is a ‘persons’ 

- Reference legal dictionaries: Blacks Law, Butterworth etc 

 

• Any Crown contracts presented to you using the legal name 

contains deception with intent to enslave using this 

fraudulent instrument (contract) 

− a corporate entity can only communicate with another corporate 

entity 

− a corporate entity has a very limited jurisdiction (the dead can’t 

talk to the living and visa versa) 

 

• Your job is to evaluate the intent in a contract, and correct the 

errors to expose the fraud (if there is any)  
- Clarifying the name/entity, legal name is not ones true name  

- Intent- Is it good or bad? 

- Definitions and interpretations of all words using a legal dictionary 

- Expose the Deception 

- Provide Remedy 

 

- Method:  G.E.C.R 
- Gather: assess intent. If bad, gather information that leads the 

agent into self incrimination 

- Evaluate: words & definitions in legalese and the intent of the 

claimant 

- Correct:  all errors. Expose their intent (if bad). Pull contract apart 

- Remedy:  freedom to choose, prosecution, leaving a door open as 

an error to be corrected by the claimant, change or decline the 

contract 

 

 



- Action 
- What do you desire? 

- Can you achieve this? 

- Do you need to be re-educated? 

- This applies to every claim of authority some else has over you 

and your affairs. 

➢ Territorial Authority – consents, permits, licences etc 

➢ Government/Crown – IRD, Police, Land Information, NZ 

Justice, Internal Affairs, et al 

➢ Any man or woman using a corporate veil or not, to 

empower themselves with powers they normally would not 

have 

 

Moving forward: 

- Evaluate your needs 

- Restructure your life to become less reliant on the State 

- Create extended communities 

- Establish services and skills you have and can trade amongst others 

- Create your own physical directory for contacts 

- Know the power you have over corporate entities and how to address it 

honourably 

 

 

 

You have supreme authority over yourself and your affairs 

absolute. You have supreme authority over the land you are 

standing on, so long as you are not harming someone else 

 

These are living documents, this is just a guide line to give direction for you to 

learn and teach from 

 

 

We have no intent to overthrow The New Zealand Crown  


